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ABSTRACT V-shaped cutting by straight blade tool has been proposed as a typical process to quickly remove
large volumes of Nomex honeycomb. To meet the process requirements of V-shaped cutting by robots,
a major problem is that the six degrees of freedom of the straight blade tool must be precisely programmed.
In this paper, a path planning method for the V-shaped robotic cutting process is presented. The determining
method of path parameters for cylindrical parts is firstly analyzed, with an optimization model proposed.
The position of path points is pre-generated by robotic machining module of CAM software, and machining
files in the robot language are output. Considering the requirement of V-shaped cutting path, a special post-
processing program is developed to translate the CAM software generated machining files into final files
for V-shaped cutting, which converts the reciprocating milling path into the V-shaped processing path and
adds the orientation data of the path points. Furthermore, the robot machining files generated by the post-
processing program are verified in MATLAB. V-shaped cutting experiments on Nomex honeycomb were
carried out using 6-axis robot and ultrasonic cutting system to verify the presented method. Results show
that the cylindrical surface of the machined workpiece is consistent with the expectation.

INDEX TERMS Path planning, V-shaped cutting, Nomex honeycomb, robot processing, straight knife.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nomex honeycomb composite, which is made with Nomex
aramid fiber paper coated with phenolic resin, is widely used
in aircraft structural parts because of their light weight, high
specific strength and great heat resistance. At the same time,
it is a kind of soft and brittle material because the material
has low stiffness in transverse directions [1]. The machining
of this material is a challenge because of its composite paper
and cell structure. The traditional processing method for this
material is high-speed milling with special milling tools,
which collapses honeycomb cells rather than cutting them,
causing most material to rub on the tool for an extended
period of time, and this kind of severe wear greatly reduces
the tool life [2]. In addition, this process has low efficiency,
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and usually causes poor surface quality and dimensional
accuracy, with serious dust pollution [3]. Ultrasonic cutting
technology has been applied as an effective way to reduce
cutting force and realize efficient processing of Nomex hon-
eycomb material [4], which avoids severe friction interaction
between the tool and the material, helping to improve tool
wear and dust pollution, as shown in Fig. 1. Unlike most
machining methods removing chips continuously, this pro-
cess separates and removes the volume of material chunk by
chunk, which presents a new challenge for path planning.

Ultrasonic machining tools for honeycomb materials
mainly include straight blade tools and disc tools, where
straight blade tools are often used for rough machining to
quickly remove large volume of material, and can also be
used for finish cutting of boundary contour [5], [6]. In rough
machining, the shape of cutting chips and surface is V-shaped,
hence it can be also called V-shaped cutting. Compared to
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of chip formation between milling [7] and
V-shaped cutting.

general machining methods with a tool rotation motion, the
V-shaped cutting process with a straight blade tool requires
to control the three orientation degrees of freedom (DOF)
in a specific way as well as three translation DOFs to keep
its blade direction consistent with the feed direction. The
path planning for machining, which is a technology of auto-
matic generating tool path according to the processed work-
pieces and technological requirements, plays an important
role in achieving efficient manufacturing process. The current
CAM technology supports the general processing methods
removing material by rotation, including turning, milling and
drilling. As a new technology of removing material chunk by
chunk with straight blade tool, V-shaped cutting has differ-
ent material removal form and tool motion compared with
traditional methods, which is a novel issue for CAM technol-
ogy research. As a rough machining process of honeycomb
materials, this process requires a large number of tool paths,
which is difficult to implement path planning by manual
programming, and therefore it is an urgent problem to be
solved for engineering application of the process.

As a newly proposed machining process, ultrasonic
V-shaped cutting with straight blade tool has been widely
concerned in terms of ultrasonic equipment system [8], [9],
machining mechanism [5], [10] and experimental study [11],
[12]. However, the above researches are based on one cut-
ting feed, and the path planning method is not considered.
Recently, there are some studies focusing on path planning
for V-shaped cutting on machine tools. In some single-layer
cutting and grooving cases, the process path is relatively
simple and easy to plan manually. Zhang et al. [13] devel-
oped a CATIA-based resource library for motion control of
ultrasonic machine tools. Cutting procedure and path of some
typical parts were proposed [14], [15]. However, in multi-
layer and large-volume cutting situation, path planning needs
to be generated automatically. Yu et al. [16] studied theo-
retical method and machining efficiency of path planning.
Chen [17] and Liu et al. [18] studied the planning method
and generated tool path by secondary development in NX.
The current reported studies of path planning for V-shaped

cutting process mostly focus on the principle analysis. The
path generating method and the influence of path parameters
on machining efficiency are not considered comprehensively.

There are two common cutting processes with straight
blade tool. One is used for the contour cutting of thin work-
piece which only needs single-layer cutting move, as shown
in Fig. 2 (a). When performing V-shaped cutting, the straight
blade tool is used for single-layer cutting first, and then the
disc tool is used for surface cleaning, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).
The process requires two kinds of tools to switch between
each cutting layer, causing low machining efficiency, and
there is a lack of automatic path programming methods as
well.

FIGURE 2. The cutting process with straight blade tool [19], [20].

In addition to the immaturity of path planning technology,
the special ultrasonic cutting machine tool that supports 6-
DOF control has a very high cost, which further limits the
application of V-cutting. Compared with machine tool, 6-
DOF industrial robot can directly control the direction of
the tool blade flexibly at low cost. The application of indus-
trial robots is proven, and robot system equipped with ultra-
sonic cutting effector for V-shaped cutting has a low cost
and can achieve more working space through external axis
when processing large structures. The disadvantage of using
robots for machining is their low stiffness and accuracy [21],
whereas the cutting force of the ultrasonic cutting process for
Nomex honeycomb is small enough [22] to meet the accuracy
of robot. At present, the studies of robotic machining path
planning focus more on robotic kinematic optimization on
machining efficiency [23] and accuracy [24], [25], and the
tool path is usually generated by general CAM system [24],
[26], [27]. However, V-shaped cutting requires special path
planning method as mentioned above, and there are few or no
reports on the V-shaped path planning for robots at present.
The path planning of V-shaped robotic cutting has not been
reached, which is one of the critical problems for application
of this process.

In conclusion, the previous research on V-shaped cutting
path planning of machine tools and robots is insufficient
in path parameter determination, automatic path genera-
tion and post-processing method, which is difficult to meet
the actual application. In addition, relying on disc tools
for surface cleaning in V-shaped cutting severely restricts
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FIGURE 3. V-shaped cutting surface.

the efficiency. To solve the above problems, a path plan-
ning and generating method for V-shaped robotic cutting
of Nomex honeycomb by straight blade tool is proposed
in this paper, which allows the straight blade tool to com-
pletely replace the milling tool for roughing and avoids the
use of disc tools for surface cleaning between each cutting
layer, improving the machining efficiency. Firstly, it analyzes
configuration type and the key geometry parameters of the
V-shaped cutting path. The machining files are pre-generated
as a form of three-axis milling process in NX, a general CAM
software in Section 2, and then post-processed into V-shaped
cutting process by a post-processing program developed in
Section 3. To verify the path planning method, robot machin-
ing experiments are carried out and experimental results are
discussed in Section 4.

II. TOOL PATH PLANNING METHOD
A. V-SHAPED CUTTING PATH CONFIGURATION
In the aerospace industry, Nomex honeycomb materials are
generally used in fuselage structures such as skins and spoil-
ers, which are geometrically characterized by cylinders with
small curvature (cuboids included). A typical cylindrical part
has a curved surface formed by a generatrix moving parallel
along a curve, as presented in Fig. 3 (a). V-shaped cutting
by straight blade removes the material for rough machining,
as shown in Fig. 3 (b). One cutting path (parallel to y-axis
in the figure) is repeated twice: the cutting tool tilts left at
first, and feeds along the path; then tilts right with tool tip
position kept fixed, and feeds back again along the same path
to cut off a piece of material. The V-shaped cutting process is
completed by repeating the above-mentioned cutting motion.

For cylindrical parts, the cutting paths are linear and par-
allel to coordinate axes. The horizontal cutting layers, where
the cutting paths are planned with a fixed step, are established
with fixed layer spacing. Neglecting the thickness of the
blade, straight blade tool is projected as a straight line on
x-z plane, and the cutting paths are projected as a lattice

composed of discrete tool points on x-z plane. Three types
of lattices are proposed: orthogonal lattice, interlaced lattice,
and free lattice, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), (b), (c). Red diago-
nal lines represent the cutting tool positions, the circles are
cutting path points.

Lattice configuration affects the efficiency and scallop
height of the process. From the perspective of processing
scallop height, in orthogonal lattice and interlaced lattice,
the x coordinates of path points on each cutting layer are
fixed, and can’t be adjusted according to contour of the work-
piece, causing high scallop height. Whereas in free lattice
the x coordinates on each layer are free and not related to
others, and can be adjusted according to the contour of the
workpiece, thereby reducing the scallop height. From the
perspective of processing efficiency, layer spacing is con-
strained by the available cutting length of the tool. The cutting
length (length of red diagonal lines in Fig. 4) of the interlaced
lattice is equal for each cutting, and for this reason, the length
of the tool can be fully utilized, and layer spacing can be
maximized with given tool length, which means interlaced
lattice has the highest efficiency. The same analysis shows
that orthogonal lattice takes second place, and free lattice’s
efficiency is lowest, with layer spacing 50% lower than that
of interlaced lattice.

B. DETERMINATION OF TOOL PATH PARAMETERS
The geometry parameters of the V-shaped cutting process are
shown in Fig. 5. The length L of OB is the actual cutting
length of the blade. For ultrasonic vibration, the amplitude
gets the largest at the tool tip and gradually decreases along
the blade, and the cutting length L is required to ensure
enough amplitude, that is L ≤ Lmax. The length d of OA
is the projection of the cutting length in x-z plane; θ is the
tool’s rake angle; α is the swing angle; h is the layer spacing;
s is the step size of tool path; β is the half apex angle of
the straight blade tool; and b is the extension length. The
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FIGURE 4. Lattice configurations of V-shaped cutting path.

FIGURE 5. Geometry parameters of the V-shaped cutting process.

parameters required for tool path planning include rake angle,
swing angle, layer spacing, step size, and extension length.

Rake angle θ , between the tool axis and the cutting direc-
tion, affects the components of the cutting force, which influ-
ences the acoustic performance of the ultrasonic vibration
system and the stability of the cutting process.

Swing angle α is the angle between the tool plane and
the normal vector of the cutting surface (z-axis in Fig. 5
(a)). Since angles of the V-shaped cutting grooves are equal
to 2α, swing angle determines the shape of cutting chips,
and effects machining efficiency consequently. Taking the
orthogonal lattice as an example, a chip unit, which is shown
as the shaded part of Fig. 4 (a), has a cross-section area Q
given as:

Q =
4
9
d2 · sin2α (1)

where d is projection of cutting length:

d = L · sin (θ − β) (2)

therefore:

Q =
4
9
L2 · sin2 (θ − β) · sin2α (3)

where L is the cutting length of the tool. The equation (3)
shows that, if given cutting length, the cross-section area of

the chip is related to the swing angle α, and gets maximum
when α = 45◦, which means high cutting efficiency.

The swing angle also needs to be considered according
to the maximum inclination of the cutting surface. When
machining steep surface, swing angle exceeding the maxi-
mum inclination of the surface may lead to unreachable areas,
that means 0 < α ≤ αmax.

Layer spacing of orthogonal lattice depends on cutting
length, swing angle, half apex angle and rake angle:

h =
2
3
L · cosα · sin (θ − β) (4)

Extension length b is the safe distance between workpiece
and tool tip position of non-cutting path to avoid collision
when tool reaches endpoints of cutting path, moves without
cutting and adjusts its tilt orientation, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
The condition that no collision occurs is that b is greater than
the y-axis projection component of cutting length L:

b = L · cos (θ − β) (5)

Step size s depends on the swing angle and the layer
spacing if tool paths don’t overlap:

s = 2h · tanα (6)
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Overlapping tool paths can be used to reduce the scallop
height. Step size of tool paths with an overlap ratio ε is:

s = 2 (1− ε) h · tanα (7)

where 0 ≤ ε < 1. Higher overlap ratio leads to smaller step
size and longer machining path.

Based on the above analysis, the tool path parameters are
determined as the steps in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Diagram of determining tool path parameters.

C. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION OF TOOL PATH
The last section analyzed the basic determination method of
path parameters, that Lmax, β, θ are given as known variables
by the design of ultrasonic cutting system, and α, h, s are
three independent path parameters with constrained value
ranges. In order to find the best parameters with the highest
machining efficiency, an optimization model of tool path
parameters is established to minimize the processing time.
V-shaped cutting is in the form of discrete lattice, so there are
discontinuous mathematical relations between path parame-
ters and evaluating indicators. In this paper, the mean value
estimation is used to establish the mathematical expression of
the processing time with the path parameters.

When a cutting path point interferes with the workblank
boundary, the point is actual, but when a path point interferes
with the contour surface of the part, the point is false. Through
probability analysis of the point distribution, for given cutting
height HC and workblank width W , the average number of
point layers is n̂ = HC

h − 0.5, and the average number of
point rows is m̂ = W

s + 0.5. Generally, the cutting height is
estimated to be ĤC =

AC
W , where AC is the projected area in

x-z plane to be machined. therefore, the number of cutting
path points N̂ is estimated as:

N̂ = m̂n̂

n̂ =
(
W
s
+ 0.5

)
m̂ =

(
AC
Wh
− 0.5

)
(8)

In the processing, all paths are linear movements. The
processing time includes the cutting time of cutting path
points and the moving time between different layers. The
cutting time for each cutting path point consists of three parts:
two feedings at the point, a posture adjustment between the
two feedings, and a simultaneous adjustment of posture and
position when moving to the next point:

t1 =
2D+ 4b

v1
+

2arc cos (cosα · sin θ)
ω

+max
{
2arc cos (cosα · sin θ)

ω
,
s
v2

}
(9)

whereD is the workblank size in y direction, extension length
b = L · cos (θ − β) = 3 cot(θ−β)

2 cosα h, v1 is the average cutting
speed of tool, v2 is the average non-cuttingmoving speed, and
ω is the average angular speed.
The moving time between different layers consists of

two vertical movements and one horizontal movement,
estimated as:

t̂2 =
2h0 + 2AC/W +W − h− 0.5s

v2
(10)

where h0 is the distance from the safety plane of horizontal
movement to the workblank.

The total processing time is got from equation (8-10):

T̂ = N̂ t1 + m̂t̂2 (11)

It should be noted that the additional vertical movements
caused by the contour undulation of the part surface are
ignored in the above analysis, so the value is underestimated.

Since the V-shaped cutting process is used as rough
machining, and the surface machined by V-shaped cutting
process will be finished by disc tool, the scallop height of
V-shaped cutting is a constraint index to be considered which
has an effect on the finishing process. The scallop height δ is
defined as the height of scallop area in the normal direction of
the theoretical contour curve. Through the analysis of cases
of scallop area, it can be concluded that the maximum scallop
height in the extreme case is equal to the distance from a tip
of V-shaped cutting contour of a cutting layer to the nearest
theoretical cutting path point of the next layer, as:

δ =

√
1
4
s2 + (2− ε)2 h2

=

√
1
4
s2 +

( s
2h · tanα

+ 1
)2
h2 (12)

As a constraint index, the scallop height is limited by the
process requirements of disc tool, thus:

δ < δmax (13)
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TABLE 1. The parameters and solutions of optimization.

Therefore, the optimization model of tool path parameters
has a form of nonlinear constrained optimization problem:

min T̂ (h, s, α)
s.t. 0 < α ≤ αmax

0 < h ≤ 2
3Lmax · cosα · sin (θ − β)

0 < s ≤ 2h · tanα
δ ≤ δmax

(14)

The h, s and α are the independent variables, and the
expressions of the intermediate variables are given by equa-
tion (8-12). The analysis shows that the scallop height, which
is the main factor affecting finish machining process, mainly
depends on overlap ratio, step size and layer spacing. Taking
small step size and layer spacing can reduce the scallop
area, but it will lead to a reduction of the processing effi-
ciency. By solving the optimizationmodel of path parameters,
the optimal processing efficiency can be given under the
condition of the process constraints.

There are many algorithms for solving nonlinear con-
strained optimization problem. The optimization is carried
out based on interior point algorithm in this paper. A set
of initial solutions of path parameters is given as the start
point of the iterations. The condition parameters and opti-
mization solutions are given in Table 1. The initial path
parameters are h = 3mm, s = 6mm and α = 45◦, and
the optimized parameters solved by the iteration algorithm
are h = 4.40mm, s = 5.97mm and α = 34.16◦. The
theoretical processing times and the scallop areas of two sets
of the parameters are compared in Fig. 7. Compared with
the initial parameters, the optimized parameters reduce the
processing time by 40.3%; the scallop height is increased,
still within the constraint of δmax = 10mm. The optimized
parameters increase the layer spacing and step size to reach
the constraint boundary of cutting length, decreasing the path

number consequently. The posture adjustment time is reduced
by decreasing the path number and the swing angle which
affects the range of posture adjustment. The cutting time and
layer transfer time is reduced by decreasing the path number.

D. PRE-GENERATION OF TOOL PATH
Compared to general machining methods, the straight blade
tool in the V-shaped cutting process has a special form of
motion, including adjusting the swing angle and the rake
angle, keeping the tool plane parallel with moving direction,
feeding twice along one cutting path and some other details,
which means a special path planning method must be used.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a method that
general CAM software is used to carry on path planning pre-
liminarily, followed by special post-processing. As a general-
purpose CAM software, NX was used for path planning in
this work. Firstly, the cutting path is planned according to a
three-axis reciprocating milling process corresponding to the
determined tool path parameters, and then robotic machining
file is output.

At first, the part and workblank model to be processed are
imported into NX, and then a conical milling tool is con-
figured corresponding to tool parameters including cutting
length L and swing angle α. The conical shape of the tool
is used to simulate the V-shaped cutting effect, so the cone
angle should be twice the swing angle, and the tool length
should be longer than cutting length. A KUKA robot model
is imported as the machine tool of the process. Because NX
is used only for the motion information of the tool path,
and the coordinate data of the tool position are based on
the workpiece coordinate system, which will be calibrated in
machining, the specific position of the robot does not need to
be accurate.

After that, the tool path can be generated in a three-
axis reciprocating milling process according to the tool path
parameters. Set straight line as the path form, and therefore
the final exported file only consists endpoints of each straight
path. The tool path is generated as Fig. 8 (a). After con-
figuring the motion rules of the robot correctly, the cutting
process is simulated as Fig. 8 (b), where blue aeras means
scallop area. Finally, the robotic machining file in KUKA
robot language is generated and output.

III. POST-PROCESSING FOR V-SHAPED CUTTING
A. POST-PROCESSING METHOD AND PROGRAMMING
A post-processing method is proposed to convert the robotic
file of three-axis reciprocating milling process to file of
V-shaped cutting process. A post-process software is devel-
oped, in which codes of robot files are recognized and
modified according to the V-shaped cutting parameters.
In addition, necessary interactive graphical interface func-
tions are developed as well. The main functions of post-
process software include the following parts:
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FIGURE 7. The processing times (a) and scallops (b) of initial parameters and optimized parameters.

FIGURE 8. The path pre-generating in NX.

1) Read the robot machining files generated previously by
NX software, and write codes into new files after the
conversion process.

2) Relevant parameters are input in GUI, including file
name to be post-processed, the path parameters (rake
angle, swing angle, and extension length) and neces-
sary geometric parameters (such as initial y coordinate,
workpart height and width).

3) Process the tool path according to the V-shaped cutting
requirements. Convert the reciprocatingmillingmotion
to the V-shaped cutting motion, as shown in Fig. 9.

4) Add the orientation data of paths according to path
parameters.

The GUI of the post-processing program is developed
based on Qt code base. The relevant parameters required for
post-processing are input by the user in the interface.

In post-processing, the program reads the robot machining
file line by line as statements, recognizes and converts each
line of file text, and then writes into a new robot file as

FIGURE 9. Processing of the tool path.

V-shaped cutting process. For each line of text, the post-
processing steps are shown in Fig. 10. The detailed steps are
as follows:

1) Judge whether the statement is a tool path point. Screen
the statements of tool path point by noticing that path
point statements start with ‘‘LIN’’ or ‘‘PTP’’, modify
the statements of tool path points and ignore other
irrelevant statements.

2) Extract x, y and z coordinate values. Locate and extract
three coordinate data by string recognition ways, and
then convert them to number formats.

3) Reassign y coordinate values according to the extension
length b, so that the path points are located at a distance
b on both sides of the workpiece.

4) Calculate 1y, the difference of y values between the
current point and the previous point, and then adjust all
the y values to one side of the workpiece.

5) Judge whether the current point and the previous point
constitute a cutting path. The 1y of cutting path is
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FIGURE 10. Diagram of post-processing path statements.

not zero, and the z coordinate value of cutting path
is smaller than height of workblank. The reason to
consider z coordinate value is, when the tool moves
between different cutting layers, the1y is also not zero,
but it is not cutting path, and in this case, the z value is
bigger than the height of workblank.

6) For a cutting path, according to the rake angle and
swing angle, four path point statements are generated
successively: left tilt, cuttingmove, right tilt and cutting
move back. For a non-cutting path, the original point
statement is generated. The generated statements are
written into a new robot machining file.

In addition to post-processing the path statements, the pro-
gram also generates initialization, speed definition and
other necessary statements for the robotic files. The coor-
dinate parameters of tool coordinate system and base
coordinate system will be determined by calibrations in
experiments.

B. KINEMATIC SIMULATION VERIFICATION
To verify the correctness of the robot machining files gen-
erated by the post-processing program, the position and
orientation coordinates of all tool path points are exported
from the post-processing program, and simulated based on a

kinematic robot model established in MATLAB. A 6-axis
kinematic model of KUKA KR2210 robot, which is used
in the experiment, is built by DH parameters (Denavit–
Hartenberg parameters) in Robotic Toolbox based on Corke’s
work [28]. The DH parameters, which include parameters
of each link, and variable limits of each joint, are used to
describe kinematic geometry of robots.

The simulation is realized by kinematic transformation
and calculation. The coordinates of the path points imported
into the simulation are transformed from the E6POS (Euler
angles, 1 × 6) format of robot language to the SE3 (homo-
geneous transformation matrix, 4× 4) format for subsequent
calculations. Since the coordinate values of the path points
are the tool coordinates in workpiece coordinate system,
coordinate system transformation is performed first to obtain
the tool coordinates in world coordinate system. In this coor-
dinate mode, each straight path is interpolated to obtain a
series of dense points of the tool between two original path
points. Then, the coordinate values are transformed into the
flange coordinates in world coordinate system, and in this
coordinate mode the joint variables are calculated through
inverse kinematic solution, driving the robot model to move,
as shown in Fig. 11. Themotion simulation shows that robot’s
motion accords with the expectation of V-shaped cutting
process.

FIGURE 11. The motion simulation of cutting process.

The machined contour is simulated by 2D graphic calcula-
tion based on the tool path coordinate data and the workblank
model in MATLAB. The simulation results of the machined
contour and tool paths are shown in Fig. 12. Blue lines
mean the tool paths generated by post-processing, and as a
comparison, the red lines mean the tool paths generated by
NX. The difference between the two paths indicates the effect
of post-processing for V-shaped cutting. Simulation results of
machined contour verify the accuracy of the robot machining
files generated by the post-processing program.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A. ROBOT MACHINING EXPERIMENTS
An experiment on KUKA KR2210 robot is conducted to
verify the path planning. KR2210 is a 6-axis industrial robot
with a maximum load of 210kg and a maximum arm length
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FIGURE 12. Tool path and machined contour simulated in MATLAB.

of about 3m. Based on Ma’s work [29], ultrasonic system
consisting of a shell, a transducer, a horn, and a straight
blade tool, is assembled on the robot flange, as shown
in Fig. 13.

FIGURE 13. Experiment system.

The ultrasonic generator provides an AC voltage signal,
and the output amplitude of the transducer is amplified and
transmitted to the tool by the horn. Thematerial of work piece
is ECA 1/8-3.0 hexagon honeycomb core, whose mechan-
ical properties are shown in Table 2. The workpiece with
the size of 85 × 50 × 50mm is fixed by means of fixture
clamping, and the bottom of honeycomb cells is filled with
sand to increase its stiffness. Before machining, the tool
coordinate system and workpiece coordinate system are
calibrated.

The machining file is imported into the robot controller
system, and the machining process is carried out after cal-
ibration configurations. The machining motion of the robot
is consistent with simulation in MATLAB. The cutting

TABLE 2. Material properties of Nomex honeycomb.

experiments were carried out and the machined surface of the
work piece was achieved, as shown in Fig. 14 (b).

B. DISCUSSING
In order to quantitatively verify the experimental results,
the contour curve of the machined surface was extracted,
and the similarity between the experimental curve and the
theoretical curve was evaluated by cross-correlation coeffi-
cient. The key contour points in the image are extracted, and
then 1000-point theoretical contour curve and experimental
contour curve are created by linear interpolation, as shown
in Fig. 14. To evaluate the similarity of the two curves,
the normalized cross-correlation function of two sets of data
is obtained:

R′xy (n) =
1√

Rxx (0)Ryy (0)
Rxy (n) (15)

where n is point series, Rxx and Ryy are autocorrelations, and
Rxy is cross-correlation. The value range of normalized cross-
correlation is−1 to 1, where 1 means the two sets of data are
identical, 0 means no correlation, and−1 means the opposite.
The function result is shown in Fig. 15, and the correlation
coefficient between two curves, which is the maximum value
of normalized cross-correlation, is 99.98%, which means that
the machined contour and theoretical contour are extremely
consistent. Furthermore, the profile tolerance of the two
curves is analyzed. Calculation shows that the two curves
have the maximum deviation (maximum distance from points
on one curve to another curve) of 1.94mm, and correspond-
ingly the profile tolerance of V-shaped cutting process given
by manufacturer is 4mm, which means it basically meets the
accuracy requirement. The main error sources are surface
defect, which is caused by insufficiency of ultrasonic vibra-
tion, and the error of contour extraction. By improving the
amplitude of the equipment system to improve the surface
quality, the profile error can be reduced.

It is also found that the stiffness of workpiece has a great
influence on cutting quality. The experimental result shows
that the cutting quality of middle position is better than that
of edge position; the cutting quality of the first feed of one
cutting path is better than that of the back feed cutting; the
cutting quality of the workpiece with thick honeycomb wall
is better than that with thin wall. The reason is that the mid-
dle position of the workpiece has better stiffness than edge
position; the honeycomb cell structure is complete and has a
better stiffness during the first feed of cutting, whereas the
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FIGURE 14. Extracting and comparing the contour curves.

FIGURE 15. Normalized cross-correlation of the two curves.

stiffness decreases during the back feed; the overall stiffness
of the workpiece with thicker wall is greater than that with
thinner wall.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the V-shaped cutting process is analyzed, and
the problem of automatic path planning and generating for
V-shaped cutting is solved. To realize the automatic path
planning of V-shaped robotic cutting by straight blade tool,
the cutting path of cylindrical parts and planning method

for the six DOFs of the straight blade tool are discussed.
Then a special post-processing program is developed to trans-
form the milling files into the V-shaped cutting files. The
generated robot machining files are lastly verified by kine-
matic simulation and robotic cutting experiments. Following
conclusions are drawn:

1. A path planning method for V-shaped cutting of cylin-
drical Nomex honeycomb parts is proposed by analyz-
ing the different tool position lattices. The method for
determining the path parameters is given. A constrained
optimization model of path parameters is established to
find the optimal parameters for the highest machining
efficiency.

2. A method with general CAM software and specific
post-processing is presented to realize path planning
of V-shaped cutting. Three-axis reciprocating milling
process is pre-generated and then post-processed into
V-shaped cutting process based on code recognition
and modification of machining files.

3. Simulation and experiment results verify the effective-
ness of the proposed method. The motion of robot
and the tool path simulated by MATLAB are consis-
tent with the expectation of V-shaped cutting process.
Cross-correlation analysis of the experimental result

162772 VOLUME 8, 2020
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shows that the machined contour matched the theoreti-
cal contour well.
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